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Your Power Hour Items show in your Tasks and Notifications in 3.0: 

You can see your Tasks and Notifications from your home screen:  

  

Tasks 

If you click on “Tasks” you will see this screen. From here you can see what the task is, the due date, the 

contact, Notes preview, and Status.  

  

You also can search by Date Range and Status: 
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Tasks will show you your prompted calls for campaigns:  

 

As well as your Birthday Calls and Loan Anniversary Calls (Annual Client Reviews). Here is an example of 

what your task will look like once you mark it as complete.  

 

ACR TIP: A tip from those that have been working with the 3.0 Power Hour already: Right now, you will 

need to check your Annual Client Reviews closely. Make sure the call is for their most Recent Deal. We 

are working with Top of Mind to figure out if we can change the trigger, but right now, it reads the 

Closed Date. If a file has more than one Closed Date, you will be triggered for each. This should be 

updated soon.  

When working through your list you can click on the Contacts name to bring up a condensed version of 

their contact card including the Overview (shown below), Details, History and Notes. To view their full 

contact card, you can click on “View Full Profile”. 
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If you scroll down in the “Details” section of the condensed card, you can find the contact’s phone 

number making it easy for you to call and wish them a Happy Birthday or Happy Loan Anniversary. 

**Remember, Emails for Birthdays and Loan Anniversaries automatically go out so no need to send an 

email.  

 

Once you have acted on your task you can click on the three dots and then “Complete Task”.  And move 

on to the next task for the day.  
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Notifications: 

 To see your notifications, click on the bell by your picture:  

 

You will see an “at a glance” view of your Notifications list. Click on “See All Notifications” for a full view:  
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The best way to move through these is to go by Notification Type. You can choose which type of 

notification you would like to work on first. For Example, if you would like to work on your “Just Listed” 

notifications: 

 

Then you can click on the hyperlink under the “Subject” heading. This will take you right to the contact 

card of the individual. (NOTE: “Birthday” does not hyperlink – The Tech Team at Top of Mind is aware of 

this and are working towards a solution.) You can go back to the Notification screen by clicking the 

“Back” button on your browser or clicking on the Bell again.  

To change your Notifications settings, click on the gear in the Notification Window and you will be able 

to choose several options including what notifications you get by email, what notifications show up in 

app (online) and when your notifications archive.  

 

Remember, once you Archive a notification, you can still review it in the Archive.  

 


